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Clun Castle. View from the west. Image © Paul Davis. Reproduced with thanks.
Clun Castle
Clun Castle now sits quietly, high on a natural
rocky mound in a loop of the river Clun, on the
edge of the small, picturesque town of the same
name. Founded shortly after the Norman Conquest to demonstrate the authority of the English monarchy over this part of the border
region, the castle and settlement prospered in
the 13th century thanks to the management of
the Fitzalan family, but suffered a number of
attacks from across the Welsh border. It was
used as an elite hunting lodge in the 14th century, but was increasingly neglected, and by 1539
the castle was reported as ruinous.
Clun Castle is dominated by the great tower, built
into the side of the natural motte. A section of the
curtain wall with two flanking, half-round towers
also survives, as do the earthworks of the medieval garden, visible in the valley just across the
river. G T Clark looked at Clun (1884 Vol. 1)
writing 8 pages of its history and description,

noting that the motte was not artificial but a
scarped and carved knoll made of friable rock.
But Clark, like all later writers thought the tower was of Norman origin (until 15 years ago).
The Great Tower
The great tower is an impressive four-storey
apartment block. It was at least 28 metres (90
feet) high, and, although built in about 12901300, was probably deliberately designed in
an atavistic style to look like a Norman keep,
possibly to demonstrate the long ancestral history of the Fitzalans. The building provided
luxury accommodation for the lord, his family
and important guests, and was probably used
when hunting parties stayed at the castle. The
grandest rooms were on the top floor, with
smaller, private rooms set within the thickness
of the wall. The tower was built for show,
prestige and entertainment rather than for any
direct military threat or defensive need.
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Clun Castle. View from the south-east. The 12th/13th century oval motte with two baileys photographed on 01.06.1981 (NMR 1959/348). © Historic England. NMR. Reproduced with thanks. The
designed landscaping earthworks can be clearly seen to the west of the castle across the river.
Park and Hunting Grounds
The Clun castle complex, seen above, is an oval
mound with two baileys, but also appears to be
accompanied to the west by a 13th century designed landscape or ‘pleasance’ now seen as
earthwork remains. It is on the opposite bank of
the river Clun (on private land), seen meandering
from north to south. Known in 1301 as ‘the small
park’, this contained several fishponds, a moated
enclosure and probably an orchard and a dove-

cote. The park was a picturesque retreat but also
provided fresh fish, waterfowl and doves for the
table. Visible from the great tower, both the park
and forest were prominent displays of the Fitzalans’ wealth. On the hillsides to the north and
west of the castle was the large ‘forest of Clun’.
This was an area of woodland and pasture subject to special forest law and exclusively managed as the lord’s private hunting ground, where
important guests hunted.
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Clun. View from the east. A reconstruction drawing showing how the castle may have looked in
about 1300. © Historic England (illustration by Dominic Andrews). Reproduced with thanks.
Other buildings in the inner bailey
It is now difficult to visualize what might have
been the full extent of the castle’s buildings. What
survives today, apart from the ‘new’ rectangular
great tower (c. 1290-1300), is a section of the
curtain wall around the motte between two flanking solid half-round towers to the north-west. It
was once thought that these flanked an entrance
but they more likely circumscribed the great hall.
Built of the same local rubblestone as the great
tower, the towers and wall appear to be of an
earlier date, probably around the early-mid 13th
century - G T Clark suggested prior to c. 1215.
Apart from the great rectangular tower, the buildings on the oval motte would probably have included a great hall and kitchens, lodging ranges for
the lord and his family, and probably a chapel. Of
interest is the large circular hollow or depression at
the southern end of the motte; this may have been
the site of the keep that replaced an earlier Norman
one though the image above appears to depict this
as an Edwardian tower. It appears to be about 30ft
(10m) in diameter, sitting a little down the slope.

Two further baileys are enclosed by massive
earthworks, also identified by Clark as being on
solid scarped rock. Over the causeway/ bridge
in the walled elevated (south) bailey there was
the accommodation for the lord’s soldiers and
servants, a bakehouse, brewhouse, stables and
stores. In the aerial view of the castle reconstruction above, the earthworks of the castle
gardens are clearly visible on the other side of
the river. Of particular interest in the drawing
are the three towers, one D-shaped guarding the
entrance to the south bailey, one round tower on
the southern edge of the inner ward, and one
square keep, possibly an early Norman keep.
Origins
The original motte-and-bailey castle here was
built in the late 11th century. William the
Conqueror (r. 1066–87) granted lands to some
of his followers to defend the Anglo-Welsh
border, which remained unsettled for many
years after the Conquest. These men became
powerful marcher lords, ruling their lands independently of royal control.
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Clun Castle. The motte. Topographical plan based on the English Heritage survey, 1990s. Many
of the trees marked have since been removed. Added in red are the underlying anomalies on the
motte top suggestive of destroyed and buried masonry buildings.
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Clun Castle. View from the north-east. Drawn by David Parkes, 1792. Sheet from the Gentleman's
Magazine, January 1793. 'Clun Castle' (4963) (Detail). 1793. © The Trustees of the British
Museum, ref: 868,0822.4962-4964. In this view the corner turret lights are particularly exaggerated.
Clun Castle is dominated by the great tower, an impressive four-storey apartment block. It was at least
28 metres (90 feet) high (north facade), and, although built in about 1300, was deliberately designed
to look like a Norman keep, possibly to demonstrate the long ancestral history of the Fitzalans.
The building provided luxury accommodation for the lord, his family and important guests, and was
probably used when hunting parties stayed at the castle. The grandest rooms were on the top floor,
with smaller, private rooms set within the thickness of the wall. The tower was clearly built for show
rather than defence; its size and dramatic position on the side of the motte made it vulnerable to
undermining, and some of the arrow-loops in the corner towers were false.

It was probably Picot de Say (d. 1098), who had
been granted the estates of Clun and Stokesay,
who built Clun, high on a natural spur guarding
the Clun valley. The castle became the centre of
a vast lordship known as the barony of Clun.

Before the castle was built there was a small
Saxon settlement at Clun, but in the 12th century a new town was laid out next to the castle
with a grid of streets, containing regular ‘burgage plots’ or small-holdings.

The Fitzalans at Clun

Under the Fitzalans, the castle suffered a number of attacks. In 1196 Rhys, prince of south
Wales, captured the castle and burned it down.
In 1215 John Fitzalan joined the rebellion
against King John (r.1199–1216), who sent
troops to attack the castle in retaliation. The
castle withstood a later siege by Llewellyn of
Wales in 1233.

In 1155 the castle passed to William Fitzalan of
Oswestry by his marriage to Isabella de Say, and
it was owned by the powerful Fitzalan family for
the next 400 years. They exercised almost unlimited authority over the barony, administering a
mixture of Welsh and English law.
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Clun. The Great Tower. The large tower built into the north slope of the motte is now referred to
as the Great Tower. There are four main floor levels, with additional upper floors in the (now
missing) northern corner watch-towers. The lowest floor, with steps leading down, is the basement. The steps also led to a postern on the west side. The floor above this, level with the top of
the motte, should be considered as the ground floor. Ground, first and second floors all had
substantial central fireplaces, but only the first and second floors had further rooms within the
north corner turrets. These mural chambers are 6ft 7ins square (2m) and were probably used as
bed chambers. The rooms have quadripartite ribbed vaulting with the apex some 3.2 m above
floor level. There are no latrines, but these may have been located in the missing SE corner turret.
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Reconstruction of the great tower, built onto the side of the motte, as it may have appeared in the
early 14th century. Looking north. There was a communal hall on the first floor, and two suites of
rooms above, with small bedchambers in the far corners reached off the central window embrasures © Historic England (illustration by Peter Urmston). Reproduced with thanks.
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Clun, The great tower, late 13th century. The hall and accommodation block. From the south.
How the missing south wall was closed off and constructed remains unresolved.
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ABOVE: Samuel and Nathaniel Buck’s view of Clun Castle from the north-west. 1731.
BELOW: Plan, after Salter. Inset - Keep section (east side) highlighting its ground floor level on

the side of the motte.

East Bailey
South Bailey
The Bowling Green
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Clun Castle, view from the north-west. The great tower and the two half-round towers of the upper
bailey. Frances Stackhouse-Acton, (1868) The Castles and Old Mansions of Shropshire. Shrewsbury: Leake and Evans. BELOW: William Pearson’s engraving of Clun from the north-west, c 1807
The Earls of Arundel

Decline

In 1292 Richard Fitzalan succeeded to the title of
Earl of Arundel and inherited large estates in
Sussex. It is likely that he built the great tower at
Clun to reflect his powerful position. Shrewd
investments and management of their Shropshire
and Sussex estates brought the Fitzalan family
great wealth and influence, making them one of
the richest families in England. This was reflected in the wider settlement at Clun: by the mid13th century it was a large, prosperous town,
obtaining its wealth from the wool trade.

In the early 15th century, however, followers
of Owain Glyndŵr, self-styled prince of
Wales, devastated the area around Clun, helping to bring an end to its prosperity. By 1539,
the writer Leland reported that the castle was
ruinous. Further decline in the town after the
medieval period has meant that much of the
medieval street system has been preserved.
See: Toulmin-Smith, Lucy, 1906, The itinerary of John Leland in or about the years 15351543 (London: Bell and Sons) Vol. 3 p. 53.

By the mid-14th century the Fitzalans had
moved their main residence to Arundel Castle
in Sussex. Clun became the family’s country
retreat, used largely as a hunting lodge, Nevertheless, it remained an important administrative
centre - the Fitzalans continued to draw a great
deal of money from their marcher estates, Clun
among them, and it seems to have been kept in
reasonable condition throughout the century. It
was still secure in 1370, when money was being
kept there.
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ABOVE: Clun Castle. The southern end of the Inner Bailey looking north, from where the circular
depression in the ground probably marks the location of a large round tower. BELOW: The
western slope of the Inner Bailey with the two ½ round towers and a section of curtain wall between.
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ABOVE. The motte and great tower from the east. BELOW: The two ½ round buttress towers, or

bastions from the west.
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Clun Castle. View of the motte and tower from the east, over the bowling green.
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